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The Critical Path
“A project without a critical path is like a ship without a rudder”
(D.Meyer, Illinois Construction Law)
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New Chapter Website Unveiled
PMI Sydney Chapter is excited to present
its new look website to members.
The response from members has been
overwhelmingly positive, and we look
forward to receiving your continued feedback.
The website can be accessed at:
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 http://sydney.pmi.org.au or
 http://www.pmisydney.org.
One of the new features on the site is the
ability to log in when registering for
events—this enables us to prepopulate
some of your information and ensure that
you obtain member rates. To log into the
site you will need your preferred email
address (as provided to PMI) and your
PMI ID. You can change your password
at any time after logging in, by using the
My Account link on the login panel.

With the website up and running, we now embark on Phase 2 of the project, which will see
our email and SharePoint services migrated to
the Proteon system as well. While members
may not see this part of the project, it is an
essential part of ensuring the Board can better
serve your interests.

Thank you to our loyal sponsors:

GPO Box 241, Sydney, NSW, 2001, Australia
www.pmisydney.org
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From the President’s Desk...

Julia Checchia, PMP
President: PMI
Sydney Chapter

PMI Sydney Chapter
filled with “Jobs”!

Principle 1: Do What You
Love

Directors and supporting
volunteers, you rock!

―There are very few
people in the world today more closely associated with innovation
than Apple co-founder,
Steve Jobs. He is the
classic American entrepreneur — starting his
company in the spare bedroom of his parents‘ house
and pioneering the development of the first personal
computer for everyday use.
Jobs was fired from the company he had started but he
returned in 1997. It was 12
years later, and Apple was
close to bankruptcy. Jobs not
only saved the company but
in the next 10 years reinvented not just one industry but
four — computing, music,
telecommunications and entertainment.

“Passion is everything, and
it keeps you going when you
face inevitable setbacks. Be
obsessed and improve the
areas that you love. To
achieve success, passion is
not enough - follow your
obsessions, tailor them to
your skills, and focus on
what you can make money
from.”

Principle 2: Put a Dent in
the Universe

In 2010, Fortune magazine
named Jobs the CEO of the
Decade. Also, the famed New
York Times columnist Thomas Friedman wrote a column
in which he declared America
needs more jobs — Steve
Jobs. He meant that innovation and creativity must be
nurtured and encouraged to
help the United States and
other countries emerge from
the global recession.
At the PMI Sydney Chapter,
we have lots of ―jobs‖ for you
and above all, we have been
doing great ―job‖ in applying
Steve Jobs‘ 7 innovative principles for breakthrough success. Read on and let me
know if you share my views
on this.

Has the board been showing
passion and focusing on
membership value, growth,
partnering, image / brand /
outreach and governance to
promote the advancement of
the art, science and benefit
of project management? Oh
yes we have!
Over the last 2 months we
have completed the web site
upgrade with bells and whistles. Many members have
told me this year: ―we have
been listening about the
website upgrade for years.‖
Wait no longer! Jump in to
http://www.pmisydney.org
and check it out. Rudi
Kresevic, our Special Projects Director, did a fantastic
job in finding a website provider that had been previously deployed in 45 other
PMI Chapters. Rudi applied
great principles of project
management and together
with the board of directors,
especially Jürgen Oschadleus, our Communications
Director; a project that was
spoken about for years was
deployed in 3 months.
Definitely a simple formula
was applied Success = Passion + Skills + Market Demand. I could not be any
more proud of the achievement regarding the website
upgrade. Well done PMI
Sydney Chapter Board of

―Innovation doesn't take
place in a vacuum. Have a
vision, because innovation
cannot occur without one.‖
New members will be delighted with the Introduction Kit our Marketing
Director, Jordan
Vamvakidis, and his wonder marketing team put
together. The Intro kit will
be launched at the PMOz
Conference held on 2- 5
August at the Sofitel in
Brighton Les Sand. Current members may have
already seen the membership value brochure which
our Membership Director,
Ian Sharpe, and the Membership Benefit Advisory
Group put together.
The Marketing and Membership team have shown
great vision using integration of portfolios and market need to provide our
members with more than a
professional association
membership but a value
added professional experience as well when they
join the PMI Sydney Chapter.
Principle 3: Kick Start
Your Brain
―Seek out new and novel
experiences, and bombard
your brain with them. Who
is doing something remarkable that you can learn
from?‖
Amany Nuseibeh, our
Events Director keeps
bringing events which
bombard your brain with
knowledge and create novel experiences in terms of
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professional networking. If you have
not checked out our events lately, come
and hear the speakers and the networking coded system used during our
events. The Events‘ volunteers team
members, many of which are cross portfolio volunteers, are helpful, passionate
and determined to bring the best speakers and available venues to members
and guests.
The June event with Ronda Welsh,
where she explored the important of SQ
(Spiritual Quotient) for higher project
management performance, came right
into the critical part of this principle
which is to make connections among
disparate things and force yourself outside of your physical and mental comfort zone.
The PMI Sydney Chapter Board is determined to help members and guests to
put the statement ―To live a vision requires creative thinking which requires
immersion in novel experiences‖ in
practice by bringing new ideas, good
speakers, great articles and higher collaboration to parties interested in project
management.
Another opportunity to kick start your
brain and seek out new experiences is to
participate as a volunteer, a mentor or a
mentee, Raul Arregui, our Volunteer/
Mentor Director and his very effective
team launched the 2011 Mentor program last month. This is such a great
initiative and I was hoping to have a
huge uptake. However, this has not been
matched by mentor numbers.We had
plenty of mentees who are seeking to
expand their knowledge through learning with the remarkable professionals
we have in our chapter, therefore I do
hope that more members will come and
join us in the mentoring program next
year.
The Chapter continues to seek good
volunteers, so if you have what it takes
to be a ―Jobs‖, we have the job for you!
The latest need is for a volunteer who
can help us to create ―Project Manager
Stories‖ videos to be published on our
website.
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Principle 4: Sell Dreams Not Products management while supporting CCP and
the Schools programs.
―Understand your customers, and help
them to fulfill their dreams. Get to know Principle 5: Say No to 1,000 Things
them better than they know themselves.‖
“Take the road less traveled. Remove
How can you change your customers'
distractions so you can focus on the
worlds? Create remarkable customer
core product. Eliminate distractions
from the customer experience. Don't
experiences and market that.
spread yourself too thin, and go for simIan Sharpe and the Membership team
plicity.”
are working with information collated
through the Membership Benefit Advi- Angela Chellas, our Secretary; Peter
sory Group in order to assist profession- O’Driscoll, our Vice President and
als to live by the motto ―making project Kelly Cousins-Stead, our Executive
management indispensable for business Officer, continue to provide great governance, and keep us focused on what
results‖.
we can deliver as a volunteer organizaMaja Kowalski, the Building Better
tion. They ensure that all deliverables in
Futures Director and her amazing team
our portfolios promote the promotion
have completed the first 2011 Schools
and advancement of the art, science and
Program for Teachers and Students at
benefit of project management and rethe Meriden College, Strathfield with
lated professions. We are taking the
amazing feedback. The program was
high road and only working on what is
delivered in a fun and active way and
aligned to PMI‘s vision of excellence.
the main project outcome was a bridge
built from paddle pop sticks and mask- Principle 6: Create Insanely Great
ing tape which had to endure 10 l of
Experiences
water. The winning team delivered a
“Create emotional connections with
Post Implementation Review at the latyour customers.”
est PMI Sydney Chapter event on 20
July. The girls displayed very high level Gareth Byatt, Professional Developof learning and gratitude towards the
ment (PD) Director and his team continBuilding Better Futures‘ team of volun- ue to run their great value for money
teers who delivered the program. The
Exam Certification preparation workcrowd feedback was that they would
shops (led by Tracy Griffith) and onehire those young project managers in a day Saturday short courses. Members
click of a finger. Well done, Maja! Well are providing good feedback about these
done Building Better Futures in Schools programs. Please visit our Chapter webteam!
site to review the calendar of activities
on offer, and to reserve a place on any
Maja and her team are helping to eduof the forthcoming courses/workshops.
cate the youth on life skills, showing
exciting possibilities as a project man- Jordan Vamvakidis is leading the PMI
ager professional and encouraging them National Awards within the PMI Sydto plan, act and check.
ney Chapter. Jordan‘s Awards team are
doing exceptionally well in, project
Maja and the Community Coaching
managed nationally by David Wright,
Program (CCP) continue to work topromoting the Australian professional
wards delivering project management
and Australian projects. We have exassessments and coaching services to
tended the nomination close date to innot-for-profit organisations in order to
vite more participation. If you have
help them to achieve their missions
done a good job this year, or know of
within a solid project management
someone who did a good job this year,
framework. The WIPM Community of
let Australia know. It is a great opporPractice have been planning their
tunity to share your knowledge and inevents, aiming to continue to strengthen
spire other professionals to continue to
the female voice/presence in project
strive for excellence.
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2011 PMI Sydney Chapter Board
Julia Checchia, PMP, MsC, MBA

President

President@sydney.pmi.org.au

0412 268 657

Peter O’ Driscoll, PMP

Vice President

Vicepresident@Sydney.pmi.org.au

0439 642 098

Peter O’ Driscoll, PMP

Treasurer (Acting) Treasurer@sydney.pmi.org.au

0439 642 098

Angela Chellas, PMP

Secretary

Secretary@sydney.pmi.org.au

0404 800 929

Amany Nuseibeh, PMP

Events

Events@sydney.pmi.org.au

0415 919 210

Gareth Byatt, PMP

Education /
Certification

Development@sydney.pmi.org.au

Jürgen Oschadleus, MAIPM, PMP

Communications

Communications@sydney.pmi.org.au

0438 460 464

Ian Sharpe, MAIPM CPPD PMP

Membership

Membership@sydney.pmi.org.au

0403 113 035

Jordan Vamvakidis, PMP

Marketing

Marketing@sydney.pmi.org.au

0438 588 869

Raul H Arregui

Volunteers / Men- volunteers@sydney.pmi.org.au
toring

0418 273 504

Maja Kowalski

Building Better
Futures

buildingbetterfutures@sydney.pmi.org.au

0401 632 968

Rudi Kresevic, PMP, MsC

Special Projects

specialprojects@sydney.pmi.org.au

0408 623 086

Harpreet Singh

Web Master

Webmaster@sydney.pmi.org.au

Via e-mail

Kelly Cousins-Stead

Executive Officer

Execofficer@sydney.pmi.org.au

02 9484 8732

Robert Posener

SIG Convener

Robert.Posener@pmcomplete.com.au

0419 012 627

Other Contacts

This Newsletter is published by the Editorial Team of the Communications Portfolio on behalf of the Project Management Institute Sydney
Australia Chapter.

Editorial Team

We welcome articles, interviews excerpts, general information and other
contributions to enhance project management knowledge and understanding of our chapter members—please send these to the Communications Director.

Editor:
Saradhi Motamarri PMP

Disclaimer: The views expressed in the articles are those of the
respective authors and do not represent PMI or the Chapter.
PMI Sydney Chapter does not endorse any products or services
advertised in this newsletter.

Communications Director:
Jürgen Oschadleus MAIPM, PMP

Assistant Editor:
Melanie Kassar PMP
E-News Editor:
Sergiy Gontovyy

T H E Chapter
CRITICA
L P ABoard
TH
PMI Sydney
2011
is proud to set and work towards the theme:

Renewal + Innovation = Growth
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From the President’s Desk (continued)
Principle 7: Master the Message
“Effectively communicate your vision. Innovate around the way you communicate the vision.
What are master presenters and communicators doing? Emulate them. Be a great storyteller,
and be consistent in your messaging.”
Jürgen Oschadleus and his team continue to astound us all with the ‗email blasts‘ and great ideas for improvement, consistency, integration and collaborative approaches to communication via
The Critical Path. His commitment and professional acumen are unbelievable!
I can not thank enough this board, the associate directors, volunteers, members, sponsors, presenters and supporting staff for the learning and fun I have everyday as the president of the PMI
Sydney Chapter. Hope to see you in our events and in the PMOz conference soon.

Julia Checchia
2011 President of the PMI Sydney Chapter
“Your time is limited, so don’t waste it living someone else’s life. Don’t be trapped by dogma – which
is living with the results of other people’s thinking. Don’t let the noise of other’s opinions drown out
your own inner voice. And most important, have the courage to follow your heart and intuition. They
somehow already know what you truly want to become. Everything else is secondary.” (Steve Jobs)
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Membership Update
Please make sure your contact details are up-to-date with PMI.org—it only takes a minute to do, but saves us
hours of trying to get important messages to you.

Welcome to New Members (as of 12 July 2011)
Kushan Abeywardena

Ka Tai Ko

Fiona Tyler

Krish Alahakoon

Andrew Lawrence

Barend Van Der Merwe

Chandrashekhar Bapat

Albert Ling

Patrick Vo

Michael Bowman

Samad M E Sepasgozar

Bruce Waters

Peter Breusch

Rathnakara Malatesha

Richard White

Peter Cakarnis

Amit Malhotra

Olivia Wong

Andres Calado

Richard Mathews

Greg Chang

Neeraj Mathur

Ashima Chaudhary

Amela Peric

Nicole Clayton

Lisa Phelan

Membership Stats

Scott Coleman

Kwong-Mun Phoon

Members:

1648

Razvan Cristoloveanu

Ashwani Pundir

David Cunneen

Sandeep Rao

PgMP:

3

Suzy David

Syed Razvi

PMP:

797

Anil Dhar

Rajeev Saini

PMI – SMP:

1

Philip Duffy

Ameet Sawant

Andrew Eatough

Onno Schenk

PMI – RMP:

2

Ronald Galea

Amit Shrestha

CAPMs:

44

Didier Giannesini

Navjit Singh

Nicola Grace

Damien Timso-Louie

Katrina Hizon

Bryan Tonnet

Congratulations to New PMPs
Chandrashekhar Bapat

Andreas Burhofer

Stephen Griffiths

Eric Lee

Sundeep Phatak

Varun Das

Sanjay Thakur

Simon Payet

Tony Briggs

Subra Ganapathy

Adrian Rispler

My Thi Ho

Arun Sen

Robert Clifton-Steele

Zeina Sassine

Hari Varma

Our apologies to
anyone who may
have been missed
in this list, who has
joined or obtained a
PMP since midJuly.
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Mentor Program Update
By Raul Arregui PMP
Director: Volunteers
The Jun-Nov Mentor Program was
successfully launched in mid-June. The
Mentor Program Training Session was
held on Thursday, 16 June.
Six (6) pairs of Mentor-Mentee are
participating in this program. Each
participant received a program
handout containing the program
overview, exercises and templates and
other program documentation. Each
couple was also provided with a USB
drive with the PDF version of all
documents.
Participants were required to establish
program goals and action plans by the
end of June, and then have two
months in which to action these.
Participants are also required to hold
weekly contacts (face-to-face or

phone); and to provide monthly
progress status reports by end of
each month.
I want to extend a special thanks
to Maja and Ian for their
participation on the program as
mentors; and also to thank two
of our Associate Directors—
Trevor Lindars (AD BBF) and
Nima Mir Sotoudeh (AD
Sponsorship)—who are also
participating in the program as
mentors.
Finally, a special word of THANKS
to Andre de Bruin who designed
the program last year, improved
it this year, prepared all the
documentation and templates,
and successfully performed the
training in June. WELL DONE,
ANDRE !!!

―The mentoring program has enriched my knowledge in
my working environment, I feel years of invaluable insight
and experience gained in each session‖ (Niu Eaton)

―I entered the mentoring program with high
expectations, yet not knowing what to
expect. … To date I have not been
disappointed; since our first meeting I have
met a wonderful group of people, all with a
willingness to assist with my project
management and personal development. It
is stimulating to be in a room of motivated,
driven and down to earth individuals, with a
true love of our craft and its future
direction.
My mentor has been totally focussed on
providing advice and assisting with my
development. This however is not a one
way street—the Mentor has much to gain
from this relationship, and it is through their
advice, listening to our aspirations and
analysis of our project failures that they too
experience growth.
I have found the programme so far to be
stimulating and thought provoking, the
analysis of my past and the goal setting for
my future, is laying a solid foundation for
my exciting career in the Project world. I
look forward to the road ahead and the rest
of my mentoring journey.
I would absolutely recommend the
programme, nothing to lose and everything
to gain. (Glenn Stevens)

Workshops, plenary sessions with international experts,
networking opportunities—build your knowledge and your
connections by attending the 8th Annual Project Management Australia Conference (PMOz), which takes place at
the Novotel Sydney Brighton Beach on 2-5 August 2011.

It is a stimulating and dynamic event for the Project
Management community and will provide the opportunity to learn, share expertise and discover new
opportunities and solutions for everyone at every
level within the industry.

The Conference program includes one full day of workshops followed by two days of plenary/concurrent sessions, selected keynotes, demonstrations, networking
functions and finishes with a day of optional post Conference Workshops.

REGISTER TODAY at:
www.pmoz.com.au
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Optimising Project Success: The Missing Piece
The key outcome for just
about everyone involved in
running projects is optimising
the return on investment. This
is the core attribute of what
constitutes project success,
but most projects do not
measure up to expected
returns.

Michael Knapp
Guest presenter at
the PMI Sydney
Chapter function on
17 August.
Venue: Aerial UTS
Function Room,
Building 10, 235
Jones Str, Ultimo
Time: 6pm
Book your seat today
at http://
pmisydney.org

Study after study shows that
organisational projects, in
particular, perform poorly
with even ‗best practice‘
organisations missing the
mark with some of their
projects. Why is this the case?
For many years now the
conventional wisdom has
been that building
organisational capability in
running successful projects
means building capability in
Project Management: if you
have highly skilled people
running projects using the
right methods and toolsets
then you will probably deliver
the best possible outcomes.
Unfortunately this ‗wisdom‘
is somewhat wide of the
mark.
So what, then, is the key
ingredient in running very
successful projects?

Michael, like many fellow
professionals, had a fairly
good understanding that
those taking on a
Governance role (such as
Sponsor, Owner or Steering
Committee member) had as
much, if not more, influence
on how projects perform
than the project manager.
So, between 2005-2008
Michael undertook a major
research project at the
University of Sydney which
looked at why projects
succeed and fail, and the
role of Governance in
project performance and
outcomes.
The results from this
research are groundbreaking, for they show that
for organisations to
successfully deliver their
portfolio of programs and
projects and optimise their
business case goals they
must, above all other
initiatives, have in place
excellent Project
Governance structures,
roles, accountabilities and,
most importantly,
behaviours.

Michael Knapp has over
35 years’ experience as
an IT professional, Project
and Program Manager,
trainer, presenter and
educator with a particular
focus on Portfolio,
Program and Project
Governance and
Management.
He has broad experience
working with over 30
organisations both in
Australia and overseas, on
assignments as diverse as
running large corporate
technology and change
programs, defining and
implementing Project
Management and
Governance standards,
establishing and running
PMOs, working in a
leading role on the award
winning Project
Management Masters
Programme at the
University of Sydney, and
conducting more than 200
training courses over a 25
year period in Project
Management and allied
subjects.
Michael holds a doctorate
from the University of
Sydney.

Calendar of Chapter Classes
“On the mountains of
truth you can never climb
in vain: either you will
reach a point higher up
today, or you will be training your powers so that
you will be able to climb
higher tomorrow.”
Friedrich Nietzsche

Date

Course Title

Facilitator

27 August

Building a Good Business Case

Craig Wilkins

24 September

Financial Control for Project Managers

Kim & Jürgen
Oschadleus

19 October

Topic to be announced

Peter de Jager

29 October

Emotional Intelligence

Silvia de Ridder

19 November

Conversational Leadership

Jürgen Oschadleus
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We’ve Built a Million Dollar Bridge!
Maja Kowalski, PMP
Director Building Better Futures
Over the past six months you‘ve been hearing and reading
about the PMI Sydney Building Better Futures in Schools program that promotes project management as a 21 st Century Life
Skill for young people. The program aims to provide students
(and their teachers) with the foundations of project management in order to help them become more organised, plan and
manage their time better, anticipate risks, solve problems, and
work as a team towards better outcomes.
Well, I‘m so pleased to report that we have just completed the
program at Meriden Anglican School in Strathfield, and what a
program that was! Over sixty Year 8 students, all girls, were
presented with a challenge to build a Million Dollar Bridge,
whilst learning and applying project management principles
and framework. During the six weeks‘ period, two amazing
volunteers from the PMI Sydney Chapter, Meena Salgaonkar
and Laiping Yong, visited the school to provide support to the
teachers and students and observe the ―construction site‖.
The key requirements were to build a bridge using only paddle
pop sticks and masking tape, taking into account the aesthetics
and durability as the bridge had to withstand a strength test of
holding a 10kg weight. All materials had to be ―purchased‖
from the $1M in funds provided to each project team. The students worked in teams, and used simple project management
tools and techniques to organise their ideas,
plan their work,
complete the design, build and
test, as well as
communicate
effectively.
At the end of the
program, each
team presented their bridge (that underwent rigorous strength
test), a Project Management Workbook they had been completing, and delivered a short presentation about their project, what
they had learnt and how project management helped them
achieve the result. The best overall project was recognised by

the PMI Sydney Chapter and the
winning team, along with Ms Kate
Boyer, the teacher who was instrumental to co-ordinating the program at the school, were invited to
share their story at a Chapter
breakfast event on 20 July. The
winners were Shival Salgaonkar,
Brianna O’Bree and Megan Kim
– Teenage Mutant Ninja Bridge
Building Experts.
It was absolutely amazing to see the three girls up on the podium presenting to a large group of project managers who attended the breakfast. They spoke about the challenge to fulfil
all the requirements and build a bridge from the scarce (and
sometimes faulty) material with which they had been provided,
and to meet the project timeline and budget. They shared their
thoughts on how solid planning and teamwork helped them
achieve the end result, how they tackled the emerging risks
and issues and what they had learnt from the experience. A
true Post Implementation Review!
The presentation was inspirational, to say the least, and the
room lit up with smiles and encouragement from the audience,
followed by big claps and congratulations.
We are now planning the next challenge for our young project
managers so stay tuned to hear more extraordinary stories from
Building Better Futures.
We would like to thank Ms Elizabeth Stevenson and Ms
Kate Boyer from Meriden for giving us an opportunity to run
the BBF program at their schools. Thanks also to: the students
for being enthusiastic and willing to learn; Meena Salgaonkar
and Laiping Yong, our two wonderful volunteers on the
ground; Erin Clarke who developed all the training material
for the teachers and students; and to everyone else who contributed to the success of this wonderful initiative.
Thank you!!!
To be part of Building Better Futures as a volunteer or sponsor, or if you know of a school that would like to participate,
please email buildingbetterfutures@sydney.pmi.org.au or call
Maja on 0401 632 968.
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Community Coaching Program Update
An update, by Melanie Kassar
CCP Lead

The Community Coaching Program (CCP) is at an exciting
stage of its life cycle. At the end of 2010, the CCP Team successfully lined up Special Olympics Australia (SOA) as a
pilot engagement. The pilot engagement began in early 2011,
and while it was scheduled to last six months, the engagement finished early due to internal SOA project time and
resource constraints. In any case, the engagement provided
the CCP Team with many opportunities to strengthen, from
lessons learned, the CCP going forward. As a result of this
experience, the CCP Team knows that the Health Check was
conducted effectively, and the associated results were well
received by SOA, which is a great plus for the CCP.
Pilot Lessons Learned

Humanity Australia (HHA) and One Health Organisation
(OHO) to determine how to assist the organisations and to
agree dates of mutual satisfaction for corresponding project
health checks. The results of each health check enables the
CCP Team to identify areas and aspects of the organisations' project management practices that may require assistance as part of a CCP engagement.
Additionally, the CCP Team continues to look actively for
other suitable and willing Not For Profit organisations with
whom to engage and for volunteers to join the CCP volunteer pool.
Calling all Not For Profit Organisations
We are actively looking for suitable and willing Not For
Profit organisations with whom we can engage. If you are
interested or know someone who might be, please contact
CCP Lead Melanie Kassar at: ccp@sydney.pmi.org.au.

Some areas of CCP improvement include:
 Ensure the CCP Team engages a client early in a project‘s
lifecycle to minimise project time and resource constraints.
 Emphasising the need for full client engagement in the
process and the need to dedicate the necessary time and
resources to the process – otherwise optimal results will
not be achieved.
 Plan the initial steps/stages/meetings/deliverables at the
outset of the engagement to ensure the engagement starts
on the right footing. Such planning will take more time
and thought but is worth doing and documenting up front.
 Ensure that the type of engagement (project) is appropriate. That is, pick a simple and non-time critical project—
unless the engagement is specific to a knowledge area for
a relatively mature organisation—to allow time to focus
on process and getting things right.
 Update CCP documentation including the Engagement
Charter; make available simple and easy to fill out project
management templates; and update current status reporting processes.
 Make available ―How to‖ beginner guides for Project
Management. The CCP Team has sourced, from the internet, free, very basic sample guides to provide to clients.
Future Opportunities
Currently, the CCP Team is in discussions with Habitat for

Download your copy of the Community Coaching
Program flyers from the “Community” section of
our website.
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Registrations open
approximately one
month before the
event; an email
will be sent to your
registered address
at this time.
Registrations fill
up quickly so get
in early.
Use your PMI Sydney Chapter login
details to obtain
member rates.
Where provided,
presentations can
be downloaded
from the Resources
section of our website.
PDUs:
You are entitled to
claim 1 PDU for
every PMI Sydney
Chapter event you
attend.
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The Past Two Months...

Remember:
The website lists
all upcoming
events.
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Chapter Events
By Amany Nuseibeh
Events Director
The past two months have witnessed a number of excellent events. Some of the highlights include:
Breakfast Event on 1 June: 110 attendees,
including 25 first timers, packed the Castlereagh Boutique Hotel to hear Ronda Welsh
explore spiritual quotients (SQ) in her
presentation, ―Eat, Pray and Project Manage‖, which she defined (as per Zohar and
Marshall 5) as the intelligence that makes us
whole, that gives us our integrity. It is the
soul's intelligence, the intelligence of the
deep self.
Ronda shared her experience and stories, and
motivated the attendees to consider other
dimensions in their daily project activities—
ask questions about being open to multiple
points of views, taking credit, changing positions, reaching the goal in multiple ways and
letting someone else get there faster.
First Chapter event in Wollongong: Our
very first Chapter event in Wollongong was
a great success. Attendees battled a very
rainy and cold Wollongong evening, to hear
Craig Wilkins from Workgroup Management talk about Business Benefits Realisation. Craig demonstrated the linkages between organisational governance, project
management and the benefits life cycle.
In an interactive presentation, Craig walked
through the process, starting from
the business case,
followed by the potential benefit to the
business, return on
investment (ROI) and
benefits harvesting.

Chapter
President Julia,
Marketing Director
Jordan, Building Better Futures Director Maja, and Volunteers
Director Raul also briefly addressed the
audience on initiative underway within
the PMI Sydney Chapter and the great
initiatives we are currently undertaking.
Special thanks go to Dr Lee Styger and
Margret Brown of our event sponsor,
Sydney Business School, for their efforts
in arranging and hosting the event.
July Breakfast Event: 85 members
braved the wet and windy weather to
hear Vicky Emery of Being Human present on ―Top trends in Change Management‖. Each participant received a copy
of the ADKAR book, How to implement
Successful Change in Our Personal
Lives and Professional Careers. The
sponsor and host, DDLS, also provided a
pack to each attendee, also sponsored
three lucky door prizes consisting of a 3day course and two consultations
(congratulations to winners Laiping
Yong, Dawn Leo and Meena Salgankar).
The event also featured a presentation
from Meridan Anglican School (see story on p.9).
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Volunteer Networking Night

Change Leadership Seminar

By Raul Arregui
Director: Volunteers

By Michelle Elliott (Linkup International)

We held the first Volunteers Networking event
on Wed, 27 July at the Metro Hotel in the Sydney CBD. The event was very successful despite a few minor hiccups, such as the location
of the pub.
About 20 volunteers and mentor program participants attended the event. It was somewhat
lower than the 34 RSVPs received, but taking
the weather into account it was a reasonable
turnout.
The pub provided a very relaxing environment
in which we could meet everyone, have a good
chat about challenges and opportunities over a
drink, and to have a good laugh together.
I want to thank the Directors who were able to
attend the event: Peter, Maja, Jordan and
Amany.
The next volunteer event will be held at the end
of September , and we are looking forward to
meeting even more of our fabulous volunteers.

You make a living by what you get, but you
make a life by what you give.
-- Winston Churchill

PMI Sydney Chapter members attending the July Change
Leadership session with Paul Burgess, gained valuable insights
into what it really takes for Project Managers to influence successful change. Paul, CEO of the Chapter‘s silver sponsor,
Link-up International, and founder of the I.D. System® shared
his experience of working with top, global organisations to
accelerate the pace of change and reduce its significant costs –
in terms of time and money and frustration and pain.
Paul concurred with the findings of leading change expert John
Kotter, that 80% of failures are caused by failing to pay attention to the human element. Paul highlighted the critical role
that those in positions of influence – including Project Managers – have in creating the conditions for others to feel comfortable about having real conversations about the challenging and
sensitive issues that arise during the change process: ‗Change
Leaders need to identify and deal with the real issues early – if
they don‘t, they will predictably cause chaos and upset further
down the track.‘
The I.D. System®, used by Link-up Consulting, helps organisations quickly pinpoints what it takes for change leaders to
perform at their best – and gives them insights and practical
strategies to successfully influence and engage others to successfully implement change. The PMI members attending the
session got a strong reminder of the importance of their role in
driving successful change – and plenty of pointers for maximising their influence during the change process.

Planning for 2012
We will be putting our heads together to start planning for 2012 events. We will
be looking at bigger venues to fulfil the demand of our members. Your suggestions in this area are most welcome. In the meantime, we encourage you to register as soon as you can.
At the same time, we highly appreciate a courtesy email notifying us of cancellations at least one week ahead of the event date. The requirements we receive from
our venue organisers include confirming the numbers one week before the event.
This will give those on the waiting list an opportunity to attend and ensure every
seat is filled maximising members exposure and minimising waste.
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PMI’s Communities of Practice
By Gareth Byatt PMP
Director: Professional Development
In our recent Members survey we received some constructive feedback about awareness of professional development opportunities being important for our members. We
hope that the offerings we provide locally in Sydney (through Exam Prep training,
Chapter Courses and other avenues) offer you a good service.
We are also keen adherents of virtual learning and we‘d like to remind everyone of the
communities of practice available through the PMI.
Communities of practice (CoPs) are a great way to foster this type of learning and collaboration. Did you know that there are currently 36 different CoPs in place (see sidebar), and all are free to join for PMI members? The PMI communities of practice are
interactive places for you to meet online with other PMI members from around the
world to discuss ideas and build your profession‘s body of knowledge. Take advantage
of wikis, webinars, discussion forums and blogs, and use shared documents, surveys,
announcements, popular links and a member directory in each CoP.

We encourage you to participate in as many communities as you
can. The more you get involved, the more you’ll enjoy your PMI
membership.

Thank You...
On 15 January 2011, when I held the PMI Sydney Chapter board kick off meeting, I
could not help it to smile for the entire meeting as I felt, given the interaction amongst
the participants, that we were going to have a great year.
Sure enough, 6 months down the track, I am still smiling from ear to ear at the amazing
collaboration, determination and commitment of each and every board member. The
website upgrade, is another testimonial of what this amazing group of highly professional people are capable of.
In addition to my thanks to Rudi and Jürgen (see From the President‘s Desktop), I must
also extend my appreciation to Board members for their careful and diligent input. In
various degrees of contribution the Directors rolled up their sleeves and met every week
with the supplier to learn, provide feedback and integrate the various components of this
new website and their respective portfolios.
They were ably assisted by a number of our volunteers, and we need to thank My Tran,
Chintan Shah, Andre de Bruin, and specific thanks to Abhishek Chopra and Phil
Reid.
We still have some work to do to understand and use all of the functionality available to
us. That may end up being another special project. I hope you get as excited as we are to
explore what is now available for us to improve our mutual communication and exchange of accurate information.
Please feel free to drop us a line with comments and feedback. We are looking forward
to continuing to be of service.
Regards,
Julia Checchia

Great job on the website everyone. I find it
much easier to maneuver around and it has a
more stylish flair to it. Particularly appreciate
the "What's Happening" info tab, the Sydney
skyline pics, as well as the blue background
which is in line with www.pmi.org's site.
(Denise Grace on LinkedIn)

Current Communities of Practice
(free to PMI Members):
 Aerospace and Defense Agile
 Automation Systems
 China Project Management
 Construction Industry
 Consulting
 Earned Value Management
 eBusiness
 Energy, Oil, Gas and Petrochemical
 Entertainment
 Ethics in Project Management
 Financial Services Industry
 Global Diversity
 Global Sustainability
 Government
 Healthcare
 Human Resource Project
Management
 Information Systems
 Innovation and New Product
Development
 International Development
 Leadership in Project Management
 Learning, Education and
Development
 Legal Project Management
 Marketing and Sales
 New Practitioners
 Organizational Project Management
 Pharmaceutical
 Program Management Office
 Project Management Quality
 Project Risk Management
 Retail
 Scheduling
 Service and Outsourcing
 Transportation
 Troubled Projects
 Utility Industry
Visit the CoP website for the
latest news and updates. Or
click here for an introduction
and a video on how you can
benefit from this service.
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PMP® Exam Changes Coming...
As you may know, the new
Project Management Professional (PMP)® examination will be released on 31
August 2011 as a result of
the recent Role Delineation
Study (RDS). The PMP®
RDS is the foundation on
which this professional
certification is based.

the delivery of the examination results.
Candidates who take the
updated computer-based
examination on or after 31
August will not receive
immediate results at the
Prometric testing centre.
Candidates taking the up-

application will be updated
to reflect the current role of
the project manager revealed in the new RDS.
In the past, PMI has required candidates to track
and report their hours of
experience leading and
directing projects for each
task within the RDS.

The RDS defines
On 31 August,
what project managWe
are
strongly
encouraging
PMI will update
ers do, how often
the PMP applithey do it and how
PMP candidates who have pre- cation to require
important their work
is. As the RDS is
pared for the current exam to candidates to
track and report
updated, there are
their hours for
schedule
their
exam
on
or
beresulting updates to
each domain
the examination
fore 30 August.
(Process Group)
questions and process
within the RDS.
areas in the PMP
dated
paper-based
examiexamination application.
Any candidates who have
nation can also expect a
an application in progress
Both the exam and the
delay in receiving their
at the time the change is
application process are
examination results.
made will have their expechanging.
Once PMI validates the
rience hours migrated to
new examination structure
the new application, so that
Delivery of Exam
(by mid-October) we will
no data is lost
Results
be able to resume providPlease refer to the PMP
As we transition to the new
ing individuals with immeHandbook on PMI.org for
examination, PMI must
diate results at the Prometmore detailed instructions.
update its examination
ric testing centre.
reporting processes. This
We are excited to transiEach PMP candidate will
means for a short period
tion to the new PMP examreceive
a
communication
of time examination reination and thank you for
to notify them when their
sults will not be available
your continued support to
results are available at
immediately following the
the global community of
PMI.org.
examination. There will be
project management proa 4–6 week period between
All candidates can expect
fessionals. Should you or
taking the examination and
to receive their examinaany of your Chapter memreceiving the results via
tion results by midbers have any questions,
email. We know this will
please contact Customer
October.
be disappointing to candiCare.
dates, but please let them
Changes to Appliknow the delay is necessary any time an exam
cation
Source: Friday Facts, Vol.
changes to validate the
In addition, for candidates
13 No 29, 22 July 2011
new examination structure.
who are getting ready to
In particular, please note
apply for the PMP, the
the following details about
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Three Ways to Fail Your PMP Exam
By Cornelius Fichtner, PMP—Making the PMBOK® Guide fun
PMI‘s Project Management Professional (PMP)® credential is
a globally recognized certification of project management
knowledge, skills and experience. So it‘s not surprising that
PMI takes great care to insure the quality of its certification
process, from application through post certification.

and every project. Be sure
to confirm
their current
email address
and phone
When you apply to sit for PMI‘s PMP Certification, you will
numbers. Thesubmit a qualification of your education, quantification of your
se contact
project management experience and classroom hours. If acceptpersons could
ed, you can then take the PMP Exam. And if you pass, you‘ll
be your manbe added to the PMI list of certified Project Management Proagers, cofessionals with all its privileges.
workers, venYou and every PMI certified professional deserves to know that dors, clients and any other applicable stakeholders from your
past projects. Let them know you‘re applying to take the
their hard fought credential will retain its value and integrity
year in and year out. PMI takes this responsibility very serious- PMP Exam. Jog their memory of your projects by sharing
ly. One of the ways they insure the integrity of your PMP certi- with them what you‘re submitting and ask them if they agree
with what you‘ve written. Make corrections if they disagree.
fication is by auditing applicants as well as certified PMPs
throughout their programs.
The Three Ways to Fail a PMP Exam Audit:
Your PMP application and, later, your PMP Status, can be auAccording to PMI‘s Customer Care there are three ways that
dited at any time. There are a lot of rumors about PMI‘s audit
you can fail an audit: No Fault, Non-Compliance and Fraud.
selection criteria, but the truth is that the audit selection process
First we‘ll see what PMI writes for each, then we‘ll give you
is completely random. There is no control chart of outliers or
an interpretation and our recommendations.
red flags.
1.) No Fault
So don‘t focus on whether you might fit a truly non-existent
profile of someone who gets audited. Focus on making sure
“Cannot verify education or experience through no fault of
your information and actions are aligned with passing an audit
their own - No suspension period and cannot reapply until
from the start! There is a positive and proactive way to apcandidate can provide the experience hours and document
proach your PMP application. Take these simple ideas to heart: them.”
Your chances of being audited:
During the application process your chances of being audited
are about 50/50 and drop dramatically after certification. Since
the PMP Exam audit selection process is completely random,
you shouldn‘t waste your time listening to and worrying about
the rumors of profiling or trigger conditions. Use your energy
to properly study for the exam instead and take the time to
make your application audit proof.
Being truthful means you don’t have to remember anything:
PMI takes its code of ethics very seriously and so should you.
The more time you take to make sure your application is
aligned with your experience, the better it will withstand an
audit.
Document, Communicate, Align:
Take the time to document clearly your experience. Make sure
you know where you stored your degree, training certificates,
dates, documentation, contact names, addresses and phone
numbers from your projects. Better yet, create a new project
folder of all the background information that supports your
application.
When you submit your Project Management experience application you will be asked to provide contact persons for each

You should be able to avoid this by making sure you have all
your documentation before you submit your PMP Exam application. However, if for some reason, your education or
experience cannot be confirmed, through no fault of your
own, then PMI will still let you fail the audit. You may reapply as soon as you have your experience hours documented
or confirmation of your degree.
2.) Non-Compliance
“Candidate chooses not to attempt audit - One year suspension period”
If you are audited and you simply have too much going on in
your life to participate in the audit, then you can choose not
to give any audit responses. Similar to pleading ―no contest,‖
the candidate is subject to a one year suspension period before he/she can apply for the PMP Exam again.
3.) Fraud
“Providing False Information - Permanently suspended from
sitting for PMI exams.”
This should be obvious to you… Don‘t lie! It‘s not worth it!
If you provide false information on your PMP application
and you fail an audit because of it, you will be permanently
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Three Ways to Fail (cont.)
suspended from sitting for any PMI exams. And they truly do mean forever.
If you‘re concerned about not having enough contact hours, consider putting off your application until you do. If you‘re
looking for projects to fill in those hours, there are a lot of volunteer project management opportunities through community
service and other non-profit organizations.
If you need a certification by a particular deadline and you‘re short of hours, consider sitting for the Certified Associate in
Project Management (CAPM)® while you‘re accumulating the hours you‘ll need for the PMP. A CAPM certification requires only a high school (or equivalent) diploma and either 23 hours of project management education or 1,500 experience
hours.
Although PMI can choose to change the PMP Audit process at any time, should you be audited, you‘ll be asked to provide
copies of your diplomas or equivalents, signatures from people that can verify your experience such as managers and supervisors, and copies of certificates and/or letters from training institutions for each educational course you‘re claiming.
The PMP Exam audit process is a hiccup, but not a road block on your way to becoming certified. Take a little care up front,
and you‘ll come through it with flying colors.
Cornelius Fichtner, PMP is a noted PMP expert. He has helped over 15,000 students prepare for the PMP Exam
with The Project Management PrepCast and The PMP Exam Simulator.
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By Gareth Byatt, Gary Hamilton,
and Jeff Hodgkinson
If you spend a
reasonable amount of time working on projects, you are likely
to hear team members use sports metaphors. This is a positive
trait. Sports metaphors can be great motivators and examples of
―how to do things.‖
Beyond the metaphors, can methodologies in team sports suggest core practices for project management? We think the answer to this question is yes.
There are many similarities between project management and
team sports. For the purpose of this article, we focus on eight
areas that we feel are particularly relevant.
1. Individual talent does not guarantee a successful team or
outcome. Individual talent does not guarantee team success in
any situation. It is the way the team performs as a unit that matters the most. Team selection and how team members ―gel together‖ are key to ensuring that individual skills brought to the
team merge to produce a successful outcome. To realize the
best result, this might include inciting some deliberate ―creative
tension‖ amongst team members. Sports teams have opportunities to play and learn together over a season or longer. Project
teams are usually one-off in nature, so members must quickly
learn to work together. In project management, we typically
create a Resource Plan that details the skills required for the
project, and at what point they will be required. It is crucial to
consider the impact of the way in which each individual who is
selected will mesh with the whole team. This is as true in sports
teams (e.g., when a new player joins) as it is for project teams.
Next, consider the impact of having a ―superstar‖ player on
your team. Very few of us would say ―No‖ to having a ―high
impact player‖ or players. However, we must decide if the superstar or, for that matter, any team member, is the right fit for
both the project and the team– that is, does their personality
mesh with others, will they be a fully integrated part of the
team, and will they work towards the common goal? You need
to be certain that their impact is positive (exemplary performances that help the team), not negative (behavior that causes
team friction). Whether staffing a project or a sports team, take
the time to fully explore personnel resources and determine
how each person will relate with their teammates. In some cases, either basic or more extensive personality profiling before
team selection may be appropriate. Careful team selection
(within the constraints you will have for available resources) is
about managing the risks that, if they occur, can prevent your
group of individuals from becoming a high-performing team.
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Team Sport and
2. Negative influences do exist. Within most projects, there are
stakeholders with conflicting agendas. It is difficult to avoid, because different stakeholders have different roles and views. We must
account for all stakeholders in our planning and consider their needs
appropriately. This is certainly true in team sports. For example,
most spectators watching a team sports event will be supporting
―their team;‖ they will not be impartial. The psychological advantage
to a team playing ―at home‖ is well known. At key moments, some
people will hope that a player misses an opportunity, and others will
hope they use it. It is important to gauge the influence and impact of
each stakeholder group. For example, during spectator sports, how
loud will fans of the visiting team be during the game? What impact
will this have on team performance? Are there ways to mitigate an
adverse effect on performance? Most projects will have ―spectators‖.
You need to work out a way in which they can support and encourage your success. Teams that undertake a full analysis of all stakeholders and take appropriate planning steps, such as simulating the
―playing environment,‖ are better equipped to handle their stakeholders and improve their chances of success.
3. Set people up for success by thinking as a team. Sports teams
need to have good quality equipment (such as the right shoes/boots,
appropriate bats or racquets) to maximize their chances of success.
They also need appropriate training facilities. Regarding ―thinking as
a team,‖ most sports teams play in a ―team kit;‖ this can be a powerful visual motivator and an ―identifier‖ for team members. Sports
teams often have a motto or logo signifying their commitment to
working together to achieve success. Some project teams have Tshirts with a project logo and the like created for team members.
4. Create and execute the game plan. Analysis and research supports the view that a project is likely to have a better outcome when
there is a carefully conceived plan in place. Successful sports teams
work to a Game Plan. They decide how they will approach each
game – the tactics they will deploy, what will happen if they need to
change tack, their resource plan (perhaps based on who is fit for the
game). There needs to be a means of measuring progress against the
plan and to be prepared to change mid-flight if necessary. In sports,
metrics for measurement during a game could be whether ―Plan A‖
is working or not – and if not, do they change to ―Plan B‖? Over a
series of games or a season, the metrics may be the win/lose percentage, the number of points scored/allowed, the number of tickets sold
and revenue generated, or others. The metrics chosen may represent
the different ―core interests‖ of stakeholders. The coach is primarily
interested in winning games. Team owners want to see good crowds
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Project Management
and revenue generated for their business as well as good team performances. In both projects and sports, leaders need to agree on the
plans, the metrics, and the way in which they will report and disseminate information related to the plans. In a team sports game,
working to a Game Plan must also include respect for the decisions
of the ―Umpire‖ or ―Referee.‖ In many ways, this is akin to a project team valuing the opinions of key stakeholders.
5. Know how to execute the play. When you have a plan, every
team member must know what it is and the means to execute their
role. A plan will consist of a number of ―plays,‖ agreed to up front.
How well these ―plays‖ are executed depends on practice and team
familiarity with each other. The ‗optimized‘ team knows the plays
and has executed them successfully and repeatedly. Sports ―plays‖
are things like Set Plays, Penalties and the like. Think of project
―plays‖ as your core activities. (Refer to our article ―The Nine
Steps to Success‖ as an example.) For instance, how well do they
execute a risk management plan, or the schedule, or detailing accurate requirements? Creating optimized teams is not easy nor does it
occur overnight; it takes practice. Like the sports coach, the Project Manager must work with each team member individually and
the team as a group to increase the synergy level of the team. Like
a championship sports team, the winning project team stands out
and the way in which they work as a team is a role model for others.
6. Motivation and leadership are crucial. Plans for project execution rarely go exactly as scripted. That should not be a surprise
to anyone – projects by their very nature produce something new,
and things change. How project
team members respond when their
plan is not working or if they suffer
from a lack of motivation is critical
to eventual success or failure. In
sports, coaches and team captains
are akin to Project Managers; the
quality of their leadership is crucial
for success. What makes elite
coaches, general managers and team
leaders stand out from others? Those who rise to the top tend to be
individuals with genuine leadership skills. They need to know how
to position their team members for success, and how to motivate
them to achieve their goals. They know that they need to reward
team members for good performance DURING the project, not
just at the end. Think of what happens when a team member scores

a goal – they are applauded there and then, with an ―on the
spot‖ celebration which quickly dissipates as the team focuses on the rest of the game. Take the same approach for
your project.
7. Common goals. Every member of any team should be
working toward a common goal that everyone understands.
In projects, we establish this through project success planning (refer to our previous article ―Project Success Plans –
Planning for Success‖ for details), just as sports teams always solidify their goals and set expectations during season
opening activities and specific games. Whether the goal is to
improve on last season, ―just finish,‖ or to win a championship, it needs to be established and clearly communicated to
the team, with all members working toward that goal. Roles
and responsibilities are key to establishing goals in a specific game or project. Just as in sports teams, where each team
member performs a particular function, so should project
teams have fully delineated and acknowledged roles.
8. Lessons learned. Few will dispute the fact that capturing
lessons is fundamental to any project and to the growth and
maturation of the performing organization. Sports teams are
great examples of learning from what happened last time.
Watching and dissecting the last game for ―what we did
right,‖ ―what we did wrong‖ and ―what can we do better in
the next game‖ is something all good sports teams do. The
sports coach plays a key role here. They connect the team
―lessons learned‖ to their Game Plans, and the integration of
their lessons learned into the strategic goals of the team is
usually intrinsic to the way things are done. Players need
to be willing to learn from their own experiences and the
observations of their coach. Project teams need to adopt
this same approach. Yet, because we are all busy, it can
become all too easy to ignore the lessons during a project,
and only focus on them right at the end. As we suggested
in our article on learning, try to make time for quick team
reviews before, during and after a project, not just at the
start and the end. You may want to consider the use of an
impartial facilitator to capture and analyse lessons.
In closing, project management processes and concepts are
similar in many ways to team sports. All teams, whether for
a sport or any other type of pursuit, can benefit from applying a project-orientated approach.
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